
An International NGO Headquartered in Korea Holds a Peace Conference in Ethiopia 

in September 
 

On Thursday, September 5, ‘2019 HWPL Ethiopia Summit: 5th Anniversary of the WARP Summit’ 

will host 200 peace advocates from political, religious, civil and media groups at the University of 

Addis Ababa. At the event with the theme of ‘Legislate Peace – Steps toward Sustainable Peace works 

in Ethiopia’ the host organization aims to present a comprehensive peace project in Ethiopia. The 

project is inspired by the DPCW, a comprehensive document describing the role of members of the 

international community in preventing and resolving conflicts. 

 
The declaration is in the process of being introduced as a draft resolution to the United Nations. 

‘Legislate Peace’ project by HWPL and International Peace Youth Group (IPYG), a comprehensive 

campaign promoting the DPCW, has already attracted 1.5 million people from 195 countries to write 

peace letters and receive signatures of support from the heads of state. 

 
[2018 HWPL Summit: 4th Anniversary of the WARP Summit] 

At the anniversary event in Ethiopia, HWPL will give a presentation on the peace activities which 

have been doing in Ethiopia, while many organizations will hold MOU signing ceremony, 

celebrating close cooperation with HWPL in the future peace building activities. Religious leaders 

will participate at the HWPL religious peace camp, and journalists will host media forum to share 

their thoughts on peace-building activities in Ethiopia. As the highlight of the Conference, the 

World Peace Summit in Ethiopia will bring everyone as one.  

 

[2018 HWPL Summit in Ethiopia: 4th Anniversary of the WARP Summit] 

The host organization, HWPL, also known as ‘Heavenly Culture, World Peace, Restoration of Light’, 

is an NGO affiliated with the Seoul Metropolitan Government and is in Special Consultative Status 

with the UN Department of Global Communication (DGC) and the UN Economic and Social 

Council (ECOSOC). This year’s event marks its 5th Anniversary of the WARP Summit. 


